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2.3 Moisture content 

Understanding moisture content and its different forms is crucial in various 

industries, especially in food, pharmaceuticals, and materials science. Moisture 

content refers to the amount of water present in a substance, expressed as a 

percentage of the substance's total mass. 

Moisture Content: 

Moisture content (%) = (Weight of water / Total weight of the substance) × 100% 

Moisture content is a measure of the amount of water present in a material. It is 

expressed as a percentage of the total mass of the material. Moisture content is a 

critical parameter in various industries, including agriculture, food processing, 

pharmaceuticals, and construction. 

Free Moisture: 

Free moisture refers to water that is physically present in the substance in excess of 

its equilibrium moisture content. This moisture can be easily removed by drying. It 

is often found on the surface or in the pores of a material. Free moisture 

contributes to the weight of the substance but does not necessarily participate in 

chemical reactions. 

Bound Moisture: 

Bound moisture is water that is chemically or physically bound to the structure of a 

substance. This moisture is more difficult to remove compared to free moisture. 

Bound moisture is associated with specific chemical bonds or interactions within 

the material. During drying or processing, removing bound moisture often requires 

more energy and time. Free moisture, also known as surface moisture or external 
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moisture, is water that exists on the surface of a material or within its pores but is 

not chemically bound to the material's structure. This moisture is relatively easy to 

remove through drying processes such as evaporation. Free moisture contributes to 

the weight of the material but does not necessarily affect its chemical composition. 

Unbound Moisture: 

Unbound moisture is another term for free moisture. It refers to water that is not 

chemically bound to the material and can be readily removed by relatively simple 

drying methods. Unbound moisture is a term sometimes used interchangeably with 

free moisture. It refers to water that is not chemically bound to the material and can 

be readily evaporated or removed by applying heat or reducing humidity. Unbound 

moisture is more susceptible to changes in environmental conditions. 

Equilibrium Moisture Content (EMC): 

Equilibrium moisture content is the moisture level at which a material reaches a 

balance with its surrounding environment. It is the point at which the material 

neither gains nor loses moisture when exposed to a particular temperature and 

relative humidity. The EMC is affected by the properties of the material, such as its 

composition and structure, and environmental conditions. Understanding the EMC 

is crucial in industries where maintaining specific moisture levels is essential, such 

as in the production and storage of certain foods, pharmaceuticals, and materials. 

Controlling moisture content is vital in various applications. In the food industry, 

maintaining the right moisture levels helps ensure product quality, taste, and shelf 

life. In pharmaceuticals, it is critical for the stability of drugs and the prevention of 

microbial growth. In materials science, controlling moisture content is essential for 

preventing issues such as warping, degradation, and changes in mechanical 

properties. The equilibrium moisture content (EMC) is the moisture level at which 
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a material reaches a balance with its surrounding environment. It is influenced by 

the relative humidity and temperature of the surroundings. When a material is 

exposed to a specific environment for a sufficient time, it will either absorb or 

release moisture until reaching equilibrium. Controlling EMC is crucial for 

industries where maintaining consistent moisture levels is essential, such as in the 

production of wood products, pharmaceuticals, and certain food items. 

In practical applications, understanding the different forms of moisture content 

helps industries optimize processes, ensure product quality, and prevent issues 

such as mold growth, degradation, or structural damage. Proper control and 

measurement of moisture content contribute to the efficiency and reliability of 

manufacturing processes across various sectors. 

Measuring Moisture Content: 

Accurate measurement of moisture content is vital in various industries to ensure 

product quality and compliance with standards. Several methods are employed for 

moisture analysis, including gravimetric methods, moisture meters, Karl Fischer 

titration, and near-infrared spectroscopy. Gravimetric methods involve weighing a 

sample before and after drying to determine the moisture loss. Moisture meters use 

electrical or electromagnetic properties to estimate moisture content, while Karl 

Fischer titration is a method specifically designed for determining water content in 

liquids. Near-infrared spectroscopy analyzes the interaction of near-infrared light 

with a sample to estimate moisture levels. Choosing the appropriate method 

depends on factors such as the type of material, accuracy requirements, and the 

available equipment. 
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Impacts of Moisture Content on Materials: 

The moisture content of materials can significantly impact their properties and 

performance. In the food industry, improper moisture levels can lead to spoilage, 

microbial growth, and changes in texture or taste. In construction, excessive 

moisture in building materials like wood can result in warping, decay, and 

structural instability. Pharmaceuticals must maintain precise moisture levels to 

ensure the stability and efficacy of medications. Additionally, moisture content 

affects the drying and processing of materials in manufacturing. Understanding and 

controlling moisture content is crucial for optimizing production processes, 

preserving product quality, and preventing issues related to storage, transportation, 

and usage. 
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